
PCYNLITX CLASS REFERENCE

In below , the structure of the classes that are used in thread synchronization has been illustrated. Actually, in pcynlitx, the key
class for the user is “TM_Client”. After the application specific library are constructed by the pcynlitx, the programmers can use
inter-thread objects ( the objects that are shared between the threads ) as a regular object in thread’s scope by means of the client
objects.

The structure of the server class:

The structure of a sample client class:

The Server Class

Note:  If  the  programmer  does  not  give  a  name  to  that  class,  Pcynlitx  sets  the  name  of  the  server  class  as
Thread_Server automatically.

class Thread_Server 
{
public:

   [ Inter-Thread Objects ]

   void Activate( int Thread_Number, void * (* Function_Name) (void * arg));

   Join(int Thread_Number);
}

TM_Client Class Reference 

class TM_Client

{

public:

  TM_Client(void * Server, std::string Thread_Function_Name);

  TM_Client(const TM_Client & orig);

  virtual ~TM_Client();

  void Connect(void * Server, std::string Thread_Function_Name);

  void lock();

  void unlock();

  void wait(int * wait_list, int wait_list_size, int rescuer_thread_number);

  void barier_wait();

  void wait(int Number, int Rescuer_Thread);

  void wait(std::string Function_Name, int Rescuer_Thread_Number);

  void wait(std::string Function_Name);

  void wait_until_exit(int Number, int Rescuer_Thread);



  void rescue(int Number, int Rescuer_Thread_Number);

  void rescue(int * wait_list, int wait_list_size, int rescuer_thread_number);

  void rescue(std::string Function_Name, int Rescuer_Thread_Number);

  void Exit();

  int  Get_Thread_Number() const;

  int  Get_Operational_Thread_Number() const;

  bool Get_Block_Status(int Thread_Number);

private:

  Thread_Manager * Connection_Pointer;

};

Connect:

This member function is called on the inside of the constructor and there is no need to use this member function for the
user of the pcynlitx. The trace of this member function has been given in below.

void Connect(void * Server, std::string Thread_Function_Name);

Lock, Unlock:

These member functions are used for mutual exclusion. Therefore, they don’t take any argument.  Of course , the return
value of them are also void.

void Lock( ) - void Unlock( );

barier_wait:

This member function can be used in order to block all of the threads that runs on the process and it can be used as a
way point in thread function executions. The trace of this member function has been given in below.

void barier_wait();

wait :

There are tree variants of this member function in TM_Client class. It is used with its complementary resquer member
functions. The function trace of the first version has been given in below.

void wait(int Number, int Rescuer_Thread);

void rescue(int Number, int Rescuer_Thread_Number);

The first argument is the number of the thread to be blocked and the second argument is the number of the thread that
will rescue the thread waiting later on. The complementary of this member function is “rescue” which has exactly the
same parameters. When the “rescue” member function is called by the thread that is specified on the second argument,
the thread waiting will rescue from the blockage. In a first look, the reader of this document considers that there is
something strange of this member function call. Normally, the thread that is specified on the first parameter calls the
wait member function of the thread manager object by means of the client of the manager object. Then, the thread that
is specified in the second parameter calls the “rescue” from elsewhere. But what if the opposite of this occurs. 

In this case, the thread that is specified in the second parameter as a rescuer thread waits on the point which the rescue
member function is called. When the thread that is specified in the first parameter calls the “wait” member function,
both of the threads continues their executions. In the code examples, a sample has been giver for that case.  The second
version of the wait member function is given below.

void wait(std::string Function_Name, int Rescuer_Thread_Number);

In this version of the wait member function, the threads that is specified in the first arguments waits until the thread that
is specified in the second arguments calls the “rescue” member function from a different thread function. The third
version of the wait member function is given below.

void wait(std::string Function_Name);



In this version, the threads that executes the thread function that is specified in the function parameters waits until all of
the threads that executes the same thread function calls the member function. Beside to this, there is also a special type
wait member function that is shown in below.

       void wait_until_exit(int Number, int Rescuer_Thread);

In this version, the thread that is specified in the first parameter wait the point at which the function call is performed
until the thread that is specified in the second argument completes its execution. However, in this case, there is no need
to use a rescue member function in order to rescue the thread waiting. Because, the thread that is specified in the
second argument calls the rescue member function automatically after  its execution has been completed.

               The last version of the wait member function is given in below.

void wait(int * wait_list, int wait_list_size, int rescuer_thread_number);

In this version, a list of thread is specified in the first parameter as an integer array ( or a dynamic memory hold by a pointer
). The second argument is the size of the list and the last argument is the thread that rescues the threads waiting. 

Each thread that is specified on the list is stopped one by one and when all of them has been stopped, rescuer thread
can rescue the threads waiting. If rescue member function is called before the compilation of the list, the rescuer thread
waits on the position where rescue member function is called by. 

Exit:

This member function notifies the thread manager object about the end of the threads execution. In other words, the
thread that calls “Exit” member function informs the thread manager object about the end of its job and the operational
thread number is updated by the thread manager object. This member function is added to the end of each member
function by the thread stack when the main file is constructed. Its usage is mandatory  for each thread function. 

Get_Thread_Number:

Simply, this member function gets the number of the thread calling. Its trace is shown in  below. 

int Get_Thread_Number();

Get_Operational_Thread_Number:

This member function returns the number of the threads that runs on the process. 

                  int  Get_Operational_Thread_Number() const;

Get_Operational_Status :

This member function returns the operational status of the thread specified on the parameter in terms of blocked / non-

               blocked.

       bool Get_Block_Status(int Thread_Number);


